
Catcoin White Paper - Every Detail About The
Catcoin

Highlights
● Catcoin is a cryptocurrency created on Binance

Smart Chain, a blockchain with fast transactions.
● Catecoin Short code [CATCOIN]
● Contract -

0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df
● Total Supply- 100,000,000,000,000,000
● Catcoin is a deflationary cryptocurrency which

means that it has a limited supply.



● Catcoin is a token used for the Catcoin community
and ecosystem.

● Catcoin is a community-driven project.

● Catcoin will incentivize the token promoters and
helpers in the long term.

● DAO governance makes Catcoin unique from most
of the other cryptocurrencies.

What is Catcoin?
Catcoin is a digital currency that uses cryptography to
secure transactions. It is built on Binance decentralized
network of computers worldwide that manage the
Catcoin transaction.

Using Catcoin, you can send money directly to friends
and family without going through an intermediary like a
bank or PayPal. You can use it to buy products or
services online or trade for other cryptocurrencies.

Catcoin and other cryptocurrencies are digital assets
because they are virtual and have a monetary value. As
such, they are sometimes called "cryptocurrencies".
They share many characteristics with traditional
currencies, so people often refer to them as "digital
cash".



Motivation
Catcoin's primary mission is to create a community of
cat lovers and supporters interested in cats. Catcoin
also launched an initiative to assist Animals shelters via
donations and develop new defi products.

Catcoin uses Binance Smart Chain as its main chain,
which is faster, cheaper than Ethereum, and has a more
extraordinary ability for scalability. In these times, many
people are still unaware of the qualities that DeFi can
bring to our day-to-day lives, such as low-cost
transactions, decentralization and unregulated
environments. These characteristics make your assets
more secure than any bank can guarantee you today.

However, several obstacles impede the path to mass
adoption; moreover, some solutions (such as Metamask)
have been put forward to help with this problem.

Value Proposition
The Catcoin Token is a decentralized token running on
the Binance Smart Chain. The fixed supply of
100,000,000,000,000,000 tokens will be distributed
under the provisions of this White Paper. The Catcoin
Token is used to receive, send and store value.

Features and Specifications



• Catcoin is built with a Proof of Holding concept, which
rewards its loyal holders. This is how it works:

• Every transaction using $Catcoin is subject to a 2 per
cent deduction, distributed among our pool of holders.

• Simply holding it will result in the number of tokens
automatically increasing every day as the community
transacts, which will continue indefinitely.

• It is built, so that big wallet holders (whales) are
discouraged from trying to influence the market in their
favour or from selling out.

Governance
Catcoin is a deflationary token. Every time a transaction
is made, a certain percentage of the transaction will be
burned. Over time, the number of tokens in circulation
will decrease and ultimately lead to the value of each
remaining token increasing.

Catcoin is an open-source software project. The
program is offered in a transparent manner that enables
for the independent verification of binary and their
accompanying source code to be performed on the
software.



Catcoin is a community-driven project with no central
authority or developer team with arbitrary
decision-making powers over changes to its protocol or
governance structures. Any agreement among
developers must come through a consensus to change
core protocol rules or add new features.

Tokenomics
97 per cent of our supply has been listed on
Pancakeswap for the general public to purchase, with 3
per cent reserved for marketing promotions and listing.

There is an 8 percent fee taken from every sell
transaction. Of that, six percentage points go toward
providing liquidity in smart contracts, and two
percentage points go to holders of tokens currently in
circulation (that means you). This two per cent will
reduce over time as more transactions, and fewer
tokens are available.

Project Roadmap
We are launching the Catcoin on a decentralized
exchange platform called Pancakeswap. We will acquire
5000 holders as of now, and our focus is to build a
strong community around the Token. Once we have a
community built around it, we will list Catcoin on
centralized exchange platforms such as BITFOREX,



HOTBIT, OKEX etc. We will also be doing strategized
marketing and promotion for the Token to make them
known in the crypto space.

In phase 2, we will be launching on coinmarketcap and
coingecko, allowing us to get more exposure and
awareness among people interested in DeFi tokens. In
addition to that, our goal is to reach 10000 holders by
this time.

Once we reach our target number of holders, 10,000, we
will launch Catcoin DAO (Decentralised Autonomous
Organisation). Our community members (meaning you)
will be equally involved in deciding the other roadmap of
Catcoin.

Partners/Supporters

● PancakeSwap: Next is the popular Pancakeswap
exchange that integrated CATCOIN early after its
launch. Follow this link to trade your tokens:
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?inputCurrency=
0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?inputCurrency=0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?inputCurrency=0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df


● BITFOREX- Bitforex is a very popular Centralize
exchange and early supporter of our project

● Binance Smart Chain: Here you can find the link to
download the Trustwallet wallet application, which
will allow you to access Binance Smart Chain
quickly, bypassing cumbersome registration
procedures of creating wallets or meta-mask
browser extension install and configuration
(https://trustwallet.com/)

● Coinmarketcap: We collaborate with CMC so that
soon you can add our Token as part of your portfolio
in the app or keep track of it online
https://coinmarketcap.com/ru/currencies/catcoin/.

● Coingecko: As one of the most respected media
platforms for cryptocurrencies, we are also featuring
our coin there.

● DEXT: Track LIVE CATECOIN STATS,You can
access it in your browser, enter
https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x226
9843fc9e05dec6ec1c1fbd844eb9ddb13a047 and
check stats.

Catcoin Team
The Catcoin team is a mystery for now, but the team has
shown that they are a very talented group. They have
experience building Defi products and are also
connected with centralized exchanges, which will help

https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x2269843fc9e05dec6ec1c1fbd844eb9ddb13a047
https://www.dextools.io/app/bsc/pair-explorer/0x2269843fc9e05dec6ec1c1fbd844eb9ddb13a047


them promote the project. Since this project is designed
to be managed by DAO, token holders will be
considered core members of the team who participate in
decision-making after a specified period. We expect this
distribution model to be able to build trust between
community members and make sure the platform is
available for everyone. Do you want to know more about
our project? Then join us on Twitter or Telegram!

BUY CATCOIN AND BECOME A MEMBER OF OUR
COMMUNITY

In the meanwhile, CATCOIN is accessible on
PANCAKESWAP and BITFOREX, and it may be acquired by
sending a payment to our contract address:

0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df

Visit catcoin.cash to find out more about BUYING
Instructions.

Important Links



Website- https://catcoin.cash

Twitter- https://twitter.com/catcoincash

Telegram
- https://t.me/catcoincash

Contract
https://bscscan.com/token/0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3
fb02213b79cf6211df

Disclaimer
Past performance is not always an indicator of future
outcomes. While past performance may predict future
results, it is not always a reliable indicator. No guarantee
can be given that past performance will be repeated in
the future, nor that the market price for the coins will
accurately represent their net asset value.

No advice: This white paper is not intended to
constitute investment advice, financial advice, trading
advice, or a recommendation by CATCOIN or its
affiliates and their officers, directors, managers, agents,

https://catcoin.cash
https://twitter.com/catcoincash
https://t.me/catcoincash
https://bscscan.com/token/0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df
https://bscscan.com/token/0x3e362283b86c1b45097cc3fb02213b79cf6211df


advisors, and consultants regarding the merits of
purchasing tokens. You should seek professional
investment advice before making any investment
decisions based on this document or any other
communication involving CATCOIN or its affiliates. It
should not be assumed that anything said or implied in
posts on Reddit, Discord, Telegram, Twitter or on this
website will be taken as a guarantee or representation
for the future.

No assurances can be made that there will be
investment results or objectives achieved by any of the
accounts that the company allocates. Please keep in
mind that cryptocurrencies only have the worth that
people place on them in their minds. When investing
money in any digital currency, proceed with caution.

Investing in digital currencies carries a high degree of
risk, and investors should proceed with caution when
investing their money. The value of tokens fluctuates
and may be quickly lost due to digital mistakes or other
technological kinds of theft. Even though security is our
first concern above all else, occurrences do occur.
CATCOIN, its affiliates, or their respective officers,
directors, managers, agents, advisers, and consultants
are not responsible for any decisions made by users in



connection with CATCOIN or any of its products or
services.

Any recipient of this Whitepaper should be aware that
certain statements, estimates and financial information
contained herein constitute forward-looking statements
or information. Such forward-looking statements involve
known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may
cause actual events or results to differ materially from
the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such
forward-looking statements.


